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Membrane-type acoustic metamaterials (MAM) are thin and lightweight structures1

that offer exceptional low-frequency sound transmission loss (STL) values, which2

can exceed the corresponding mass-law significantly. Typically, the high STL of3

MAM is confined to a narrow frequency band, which is associated with the so-called4

anti-resonance. This narrow bandwidth reduces the range of potential noise control5

applications for MAM. To potentially overcome this challenge, this paper presents6

an investigation into actively controlling the effective surface mass density of MAM7

by actuating the MAM with a force that is correlated to the acoustic pressure differ-8

ence acting on the MAM. In particular, it is shown using theoretical and numerical9

methods that the anti-resonance frequency of MAM can be adjusted over a wide10

frequency range by passing the incident sound pressure through an adjustable gain.11

A simple analytical model to predict the frequency shifting, depending on the gain12

value, is derived. A realization of this concept is further studied, consisting of a13

circular MAM with a small electrodynamic actuator (to apply a force to the MAM)14

and a microphone in front of the MAM (to estimate the pressure difference). Finally,15

experimental results from impedance tube measurements are used to validate the16

proposed analytical model.17
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I. INTRODUCTION18

In 2008, Yang et al. (2008) proposed membrane-type acoustic metamaterials (MAM) as19

a new class of locally resonant acoustic metamaterials with properties that are particularly20

interesting for noise control applications. MAM consist of a periodic arrangement of two-21

dimensional unit cells which are composed of a thin pre-stressed membrane and added22

masses attached to the membrane. Even though MAM can be designed to be very thin23

and lightweight, by carefully tuning the stiffness of the membrane and the added masses,24

MAM can exhibit anti-resonances at low frequencies with associated sound transmission loss25

(STL) values that considerably exceed the values expected from a homogeneous plate with26

the same surface mass density, according to the mass-law (Huang et al., 2016; Naify et al.,27

2010; Yang et al., 2008). Therefore, MAM provide a promising solution for applications with28

tonal noise sources and strong constraints on the mass and thickness of acoustic treatments29

(such as aircraft cabin insulation or mobile sound barriers).30

One of the main factors preventing the application of MAM is the narrow bandwidth of the31

anti-resonances. This means that when either the frequency of the tonal noise source changes32

(e.g. due to changing rotational speed of aircraft propeller engines) or the properties of the33

MAM itself change (e.g. due to a reduction in the membrane tension due to an increased34

temperature), the tonal frequency and the MAM anti-resonance frequency may no longer35

align and the noise control performance will be significantly decreased.36

Numerous studies have aimed to improve the bandwidth of MAM using passive methods.37

For example, by stacking multiple layers of MAM with different anti-resonance frequencies, a38
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more broadband performance could be achieved (Naify et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2010). This,39

however, comes at the cost of an increased thickness and overall mass. Other approaches40

were also proposed using only a single MAM layer with differently tuned neighbouring41

unit cells (Langfeldt et al., 2018; Naify et al., 2011b; Zhang et al., 2013) or using multiple42

masses in one unit cell (Lu et al., 2020; Naify et al., 2011a; Zhou et al., 2020). While these43

approaches do not lead to an increase in the thickness of the MAM, keeping the overall mass44

unchanged implies that the STL amplitude of the MAM will be reduced as the bandwidth45

is increased. This has been demonstrated systematically in (Langfeldt and Gleine, 2020)46

for plate-type acoustic metamaterials, which have acoustical properties that are very similar47

to MAM. Furthermore, the introduction of additional masses in each unit cell inevitably48

leads to additional resonances which appear as dips in the STL spectrum with significantly49

reduced noise reduction. Thus, the unit cells need to be designed carefully to avoid these50

resonances appearing within the frequency range of interest and no generally applicable51

method currently exists to perform this design process.52

In addition to these purely passive methods, active approaches, that employ actuation53

mechanisms to adjust the properties of the MAM in-situ and thus its anti-resonance fre-54

quency, have also been investigated. In Xiao et al. (2015) it was demonstrated that an55

electric field can be used to modify the resonance frequencies of a MAM unit cell depending56

on an applied voltage. It was shown experimentally that up to a 25 % reduction in the57

first MAM resonance frequency was achievable using voltages up to 900 V. A similar ap-58

proach was followed in (Xiao et al., 2017), where the anti-resonance frequency of a MAM59

was increased by 16 % using a voltage of 800 V. Instead of electrostatic forces, an actuation60
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based on static pressurization was proposed in Langfeldt et al. (2016). In this work, a static61

pressure difference of 1000 Pa acting on a MAM led to geometric stiffening due to non-linear62

deformation of the MAM, resulting in an increase in the anti-resonance frequency of about63

15 %. Other noteworthy approaches make use of materials which respond to exterior electric64

or magnetic fields to change the stiffness of the membrane (Chen et al., 2014; Dong et al.,65

2018).66

The aforementioned studies focused only on different actuation mechanisms that could67

be used to change the acoustic properties of MAM in an open-loop way. However, there68

have also been several investigations into active acoustic metamaterials using closed-loop69

strategies. For example, an active acoustic metamaterial with programmable density using70

piezoelectric diaphragms was investigated in (Akl and Baz, 2012, 2021; Baz, 2010). Other71

studies also employed piezoelectric diaphragms to develop active acoustic metamaterials72

that exhibit non-reciprocal transmission of sound (Popa and Cummer, 2014) or can be re-73

configured rapidly to change the direction and focal length of scattered waves (Popa et al.,74

2015). In Tan et al. (2022) electrodynamic loudspeakers were combined with a wave-base75

active noise control in a pipe to realize a non-reciprocal acoustic metamaterial. These stud-76

ies are noteworthy examples of what could be possible by applying active control algorithms77

to active MAM—however, meaningful investigations of a truly active MAM have not been78

published so far, which can be at least partly attributed to the fact that the actuation mech-79

anisms mentioned in the previous paragraph require very high voltages or large additional80

components (e.g. a compressor to provide pressurized air, as in (Langfeldt et al., 2016))81

which made the implementation of practical control systems challenging.82
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In this paper a new approach to actuating MAM to control their effective density is83

proposed, with the aim of reducing the complexity of the actuation to allow the exploitation84

of well-understood control algorithms and to potentially facilitate scaling from a single unit85

cell to large surfaces with multiple MAM. The concept that is investigated here for the86

first time is based on using a small electrodynamic actuator, which can be attached to the87

added mass of the MAM, to impose a dynamic force. It will be shown that by correlating88

the dynamic force with the incident sound field, the effective density of the MAM can be89

reconfigured. The configuration of the active MAM studied here consists of the following90

elements: a circular MAM, a small electrodynamic actuator to apply a dynamic force on91

the MAM, a microphone in front of the MAM to estimate the pressure difference, and an92

analogue amplifier with variable gain. The main focus in this paper is on changing the93

anti-resonance frequency of the MAM, however, this concept can potentially be extended to94

realise more complex objectives, such as achieving a constant (possibly negative) effective95

density over a broad bandwidth. The paper is structured as follows: section II provides a96

numerical study of the effective surface mass density and the sound transmission loss of a97

MAM actuated by a dynamic force. This study does not include any dynamic properties98

of the actuation mechanism itself, but serves to provide an understanding of what would99

theoretically be possible using idealized actuation. In section III it is investigated how the100

behavior of the proposed active MAM is affected when a small electrodynamic actuator,101

which can be easily attached to the MAM, is used to provide the actuation force. It will102

be shown that, within specific frequency limits, a simple analytical model can be used to103

predict the anti-resonance frequency shifting that can be achieved using the electrodynamic104
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actuator. The results of an experimental implementation of the proposed active MAM inside105

an impedance tube are presented and discussed in section IV. Finally, a brief summary of106

the most important results and the conclusions are provided in section V.107

II. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS108

A. Simulation model109

A simulation model based on the finite element method (FEM) has been used to system-110

atically study the effective material properties and sound transmission loss of a MAM with111

dynamic actuation. A single circular unit cell with a diameter of D = 84mm and a cylindri-112

cal mass (diameter: DM = 60mm, thickness hM = 2mm) attached to the center of the unit113

cell was considered, as shown in Figure 1(a). The circular geometry was chosen for the unit114

cell, because this allows for more efficient numerical modelling (by using an axisymmetric115

model) and simplifies the test sample design for the measurements in the circular impedance116

tube, as presented in section IV. The results that will be obtained here for circular MAM117

unit cells can be readily transferred to rectangular unit cells, as shown by previous research118

(Langfeldt et al., 2015). In practical applications, MAM will consist of large sheets with a119

periodic arrangement of such unit cells. It has also been shown previously that the STL of120

such large-scale multi-celled MAM sheets can be extrapolated from the STL of a single unit121

cell—even when diffuse incidence and elastic unit cell boundaries are considered (Langfeldt122

and Gleine, 2019; Zhou et al., 2020). Thus, even though a simplified unit cell geometry will123
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be considered in this work, the results can be transferred to MAM setups that are more124

relevant in practice.125

Because the geometry of the MAM considered here is axisymmetric, a two-dimensional126

FEM model, as shown in Figure 1(b), was used in the simulations. Figure 1(b) also shows127

the discretization of the structural model, where second order quadrilateral elements were128

used for the mass and second order line elements for the membrane. The thickness of the129

membrane was 55 µm and the in-plane pretension 220 N m−1. The geometry, the materials,130

and the associated material properties used for the membrane and the mass are provided131

in Table I. All geometrical and material parameters of the simulation model were chosen132

to match the experimental test sample, which will be described in section IV. As shown in133

Figure 1(b), the membrane edge at the perimeter of the MAM was fixed. To represent the134

dynamic actuation, an out-of-plane point force F was prescribed at the center of the added135

mass.136

B. Effective surface mass density of the actuated MAM137

According to Yang et al. (2008), the effective surface mass density m′′
eff of the MAM can138

be defined, in analogy to Newton’s second law of motion, as139

m′′
eff =

〈∆p〉
〈az〉

=
〈∆p〉

−ω2 〈w〉
, (1)

where ∆p is the (net) acoustic pressure acting on the MAM, az is the acceleration of the140

MAM in the z direction (normal to the membrane plane), and w is the z component of the141

displacement. The angular brackets denote an averaging operation over the MAM unit cell142
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Illustration of the mesh and boundary conditions used in the numerical

analysis of the proposed active membrane-type acoustic metamaterial. (a) Isometric view of the

unit cell; (b) Axisymmetric structural model, consisting of the membrane and the added mass; (c)

Axisymmetric vibro-acoustic model, containing the MAM and surrounding fluid domains.
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TABLE I. Material and geometrical parameters used in the simulations.

Membrane Mass

Diameter 84 60 mm

Thickness 0.055 2 mm

Material PET Acrylic glass

Density 1310 1190 kg m−3

Young’s modulus 2.3 3.2 GPa

Poisson’s ratio 0.4 0.35 —

Loss factor 10 5 %

surface S, i.e.143

〈w〉 = 1

S

∫∫
S

w dS. (2)

In the long wavelength limit the MAM unit cell is much smaller than the acoustic wavelength144

and the net pressure ∆p is approximately uniform across the MAM. Thus, the surface145

averaged pressure in Equation 1 can be simplified as 〈∆p〉 = ∆p.146

When the MAM is excited by both an acoustic pressure field ∆p as well as an actuation147

force F , the resulting displacement field w is given by the superposition of the displacement148

fields caused by each excitation: w = wp + wF , which modifies the effective mass equation149

to give150

m′′
eff =

∆p

−ω2 〈wp + wF 〉
=

∆p

−ω2(〈wp〉+ 〈wF 〉)
. (3)
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Note that 〈wp + wF 〉 = 〈wp〉 + 〈wF 〉, because the averaging operation is based on a surface151

integral (see Equation 2) which can be split into a sum of integrals if the integrand is a152

sum. The MAM is assumed to be a linear time-invariant system and therefore, the (surface153

averaged) response of the MAM to both acoustic and force excitation can expressed in terms154

of the complex poles and zeros of the system as155

〈wp〉
∆p

= Kp

∞∏
i=1

(iω − zp,i)
(
iω − z∗p,i

)
∞∏
i=1

(iω − pi)(iω − p∗i )
(4)

and156

〈wF 〉
F

= KF

∞∏
i=1

(iω − zF,i)
(
iω − z∗F,i

)
∞∏
i=1

(iω − pi)(iω − p∗i )
, (5)

where pi are the complex poles of the MAM, zp,i and zF,i are the complex zeros for pressure157

and force excitation, respectively, and Kp and KF are the gains for each excitation. Inserting158

these zero-pole-gain representations into Equation 3 yields the following expression for the159

effective surface mass density of the MAM:160

m′′
eff =

∞∏
i=1

(iω − pi)(iω − p∗i )

−ω2Kp

(
∞∏
i=1

(iω − zp,i)
(
iω − z∗p,i

)
+ KF

Kp

F
∆p

∞∏
i=1

(iω − zF,i)
(
iω − z∗F,i

)) . (6)

This shows that the poles (i.e. the resonances) of the MAM unit cell correspond to the zeros161

of the effective surface mass density of the MAM. The zeros of the MAM, on the other hand,162

correspond to the poles of the effective surface mass density, i.e. the frequencies at which163

the surface averaged displacement is zero and m′′
eff , by definition, becomes very large. Thus,164

the roots of the denominator in Equation 6 determine the anti-resonance frequencies of the165

MAM. By adjusting the ratio F/∆p—for example using a frequency-independent gain—the166
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anti-resonance frequencies of the MAM can be manipulated by applying a dynamic force F167

to the MAM.168

It should be noted that the poles and zeros used in the equations above are related to169

the partition impedance of the MAM, which determines the sound transmission properties170

of an acoustically thin partition. MAM could also be combined with a finite back cavity171

to realize perfect sound absorbers (Yang et al., 2015) and a pole-zero representation of the172

MAM similar to Equation 4 could be used to predict the surface impedance and analytically173

investigate critical coupling. However, the focus of this investigation is on the STL of the174

MAM, and therefore sound absorption and critical coupling are not further explored.175

C. Simplified analytical model176

In general, only the low-frequency behaviour of the MAM is of practical interest and177

the infinite series in Equation 6 can be truncated after a sufficient number of modes. For178

example, if a symmetric MAM unit cell with a single, rigid added mass is considered, taking179

into account the first two resonances of the MAM with symmetric mode shapes is usually180

sufficient (Yang et al., 2014). Additionally, the simulation results for the surface averaged181

displacement of the numerical MAM model shown in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) indicate182

that there is one zero within the frequency range of interest for acoustic excitation, but in183

the case of force excitation no zero appears. Thus, the transfer functions for the surface184

averaged MAM displacement can be simplified to185

〈wp〉
∆p

≈ Kp

4π2

f 2
P − f 2

(f 2
1 − f 2)(f 2

2 − f 2)
(7)
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and186

〈wF 〉
F

≈ KF

16π4

1

(f 2
1 − f 2)(f 2

2 − f 2)
, (8)

where f1 and f2 are the first two resonance frequencies and fP is the MAM anti-resonance187

frequency. It should be noted that, for the sake of simplicity of this analysis, no damping188

is considered here so that the complex poles and zeros of the MAM are purely imaginary.189

Expressions for the modal quantities in Equation 7 and Equation 8 have been determined190

using the numerical model and are provided in Table II. The comparison of the direct191

frequency response results from the FEM model and the simplified expressions in Equation 7192

and Equation 8 is shown in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b). These plots demonstrate that193

the expressions provide an excellent representation of the surface averaged response of the194

MAM for both acoustic and point force excitation over this frequency range. Note that195

f2 = 1679Hz is considerably larger than the highest frequency of interest (1000 Hz), but it196

was included in the analytical computations using Equation 7 and Equation 8 to improve the197

accuracy of the model around 1000 Hz. As a general rule of thumb, which is often applied198

in modal truncations of numerical simulation models, all poles with eigenfrequencies up to199

twice the maximum frequency of interest should be included in the modal expansion of the200

MAM.201

Inserting the truncated series representation into Equation 6 yields the following simpli-202

fied expression for the effective surface mass density of a MAM with both acoustic and point203

force excitation:204

m′′
eff = − 1

f 2

(f 2
1 − f 2)(f 2

2 − f 2)

Kp(f 2
P − f 2) + 1

4π2KF
F
∆p

. (9)
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FIG. 2. Magnitude of the surface averaged displacement of the MAM. Symbols represent the

numerical results from the FEM model, the curves have been obtained using the simplified models

Equation 7 and Equation 8 with the modal parameters given in Table II. (a) Acoustic excitation;

(b) Point force excitation.

If the force F is assumed to be driven by a proportional controller with a frequency-205

independent gain G and ∆p being the input signal, the effective surface mass density of206

the MAM becomes207

m′′
eff = − 1

f 2

(f 2
1 − f 2)(f 2

2 − f 2)

Kp

(
f̃ 2
P − f 2

) . (10)
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TABLE II. Modal parameters of the MAM used in Equation 9. These values have been obtained

using the numerical model of the MAM.

f1 f2 fP Kp KF

125 1679 677 2.63 1.16× 1010

Hz Hz Hz m2 kg−1 kg−1 s−2

This equation has the exact same form as the effective surface mass density of a MAM with208

purely acoustic excitation, however with a modified anti-resonance frequency f̃P, given by209

f̃P =

√
f 2
P +

KF

4π2Kp

G. (11)

This modified anti-resonance frequency can be reduced using a negative gain G and increased210

by using a positive gain G. In the case of G = 0, no force is exerted on the MAM and the211

original anti-resonance frequency fP is retained.212

D. Sound transmission loss213

The active control of the effective surface mass density of the MAM has been studied in214

the previous sub-section using a known pressure loading ∆p. In the practical case of sound215

being transmitted through the MAM, the pressure loading ∆p is governed by the incident,216

reflected, and transmitted sound fields. As shown in section II C, the acoustic loading needs217

to be known to be able to control the MAM anti-resonance frequencies, but a lot of effort218

would be required in practice to measure ∆p in full detail. Therefore, replacing ∆p with219

quantities that are much simpler to measure or estimate would be beneficial.220
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Since the MAM is acoustically thin, ∆p can be expressed as221

∆p ≈ pbl − 2p̂t, (12)

where pbl is the blocked pressure field, corresponding to the acoustic pressure on the MAM222

if it were a perfectly reflecting boundary, and p̂t is the amplitude of the transmitted sound223

wave. This can be further simplified by noting that the anti-resonance frequency of the MAM224

is of primary interest in this work. Since the STL of the MAM is very high around this225

frequency, the amplitude of the transmitted sound wave is much smaller than the incident226

sound wave. Thus, Equation 12 can be further simplified to provide an estimate for the227

pressure difference ∆p based only on the blocked pressure field: ∆p ≈ pbl. In practice, the228

blocked pressure pbl could be determined by measuring the incident sound field generated229

by the noise source and using a filter to predict pbl based on a reference signal applied to230

the noise source. A more direct way would be to use a small microphone (e.g. a MEMS231

microphone) located on top of the MAM to measure the pressure p1 on the upper MAM232

surface and use this as an estimate of the blocked pressure: ∆p ≈ pbl ≈ p1.233

The FEM model described in section II A has been extended by fluid domains on top and234

below the MAM (see Figure 1(c)). These fluid domains were truncated with non-reflecting235

boundary conditions to minimize the reflection of plane acoustic waves. The lateral boundary236

conditions were prescribed as axisymmetric (on-axis) and sound hard (at the MAM unit cell237

edge location). The MAM was acoustically excited by a plane acoustic wave travelling in238

the positive z-direction defined as239

pi(z) = p̂i exp(−ik0z), (13)
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Simulated sound transmission loss of the MAM at different gain values G.

where p̂i is the incident wave amplitude at z = 0 (i.e. the MAM surface) and k0 is the240

wave number of the fluid. The acoustic pressure p1, which was used for the active control241

of the MAM, was extracted using a point probe located at the center of the added mass242

(corresponding to the actuation force point indicated in Figure 1(c)). The discretization of243

the MAM was the same as in the structural model (see Figure 1(b)). For the fluid, second244

order triangular elements have been used which were coupled to the structural model using245

two-way vibro-acoustic coupling. The density and speed of sound of the fluid were given by246

ρ0 = 1.2 kgm−3 and c0 = 343m s−1, respectively. The transmission loss TL of the MAM247

was determined by integrating the transmitted sound intensity over the outlet boundary to248

obtain the transmitted sound power Wt. The transmission loss is then given by249

TL = −10 lg

(
Wt

Wi

)
, (14)

where Wi = 0.25πD2|p̂i|2/(2ρ0c0) is the incident sound power.250

The simulation results for two different gain values are shown in Figure 3. A negative251252

gain of G = −3mNPa−1 leads to a reduction of the anti-resonance frequency of the MAM to253

about 345 Hz. Using a positive gain of 2mNPa−1, on the other hand, shifts the MAM anti-254
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Effect of the gain G on the MAM anti-resonance properties. (a) Shifted

anti-resonance frequency f̃P and comparison with Equation 11; (b) Maximum STL value at f̃P.

resonance frequency to higher frequencies. In Figure 4(a) it is shown how the anti-resonance255

frequency of the active MAM f̃P changes for different values of G, comparing the simulation256

results to the prediction from the analytical model in Equation 11. The agreement with257258

Equation 11 is very good, which confirms that this model can be used to predict the anti-259

resonance frequency f̃P in a sound transmission configuration. Additionally, Figure 4(b)260

shows the change in the maximum STL value at the shifted MAM anti-resonance TLmax.261

Qualitatively, the TLmax values slightly decrease as G is increased. This is in line with the262
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results shown in Figure 3, where increasing the gain generally leads to a moderate decrease263

of the STL values.264

III. ACTUATION WITH ELECTRODYNAMIC ACTUATOR265

A. Analytical model of the actuator force266

In practice, the force F that is applied to the MAM is generated by an actuator that is267

mechanically coupled with the MAM. Depending on the type of actuator, an input signal U268

is filtered by the dynamical behaviour of the actuator and the resulting force F is related269

to the input signal via a frequency response function HF . Thus, it is likely that the anti-270

resonance frequency shifting behaviour of the active MAM will be altered by the actuator271

dynamics.272

In this study, a small electrodynamic actuator (mass Mact) attached to the top of the273

mass was used due to its wide commercial availability and low-cost. The force F exerted274

on the MAM by the actuator can be expressed as follows (see Rohlfing et al. (2011) for275

derivations):276

F = iωZbwb +HbU , (15)

where277

Zb = ZMb
+

ZMms

(
Zs +

B`2

Ze

)
ZMms + Zs +

B`2

Ze

(16)

is the passive base impedance of the actuator and278

Hb =
B`

Ze

ZMms

ZMms + Zs +
B`2

Ze

(17)
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is the blocked force response of the actuator due to the applied voltage U . In Equation 16 and279

Equation 17, ZMb
= iωMb and ZMms = iωMms are the impedances of the base mass (Mb =280

Mact −Mms) and moving mass (Mms) of the actuator, respectively, Zs = Dms +1/(iωCms) is281

the mechanical impedance of the suspension, and Ze = Re+iωLe is the electrical impedance282

of the electrical circuit within the actuator. B` is the force factor of the actuator. The283

compliance of the suspension, Cms, is related to the resonance frequency of the actuator284

via Cms = 1/(Mms(2πfms)
2) and the damping constant Dms can be obtained using Dms =285

2ζms

√
Mms/Cms, where ζms is the damping ratio of the suspension.286

In principle, Equation 15 could be used, for example in Equation 9, to obtain the effective287

surface mass density of the MAM with a voltage U applied to the actuator. However, due288

to the passive mechanical impedance Zb, this requires additional information about the289

frequency-dependent displacement amplitude of the MAM at the actuator base location. In290

order to obtain a simple expression for an estimate of the anti-resonance frequency shifting291

possible with an electrodynamic actuator, Equation 15 is simplified under the following two292

assumptions: (1) The part of the actuator force related to the passive mechanical impedance293

Zb is much smaller than the blocked force: iωZbwb � HbU . This assumption is reasonable294

for frequencies sufficiently far away from the resonances of the MAM and actuator, where295

displacements are typically small. (2) The blocked force is proportional to the input voltage296

U : Hb ≈ B`/Re. This is a good approximation for frequencies that are larger than fms and297

smaller than the cut-off frequency of the RL filter fc = Re/(2πLe). Thus, the simplified298

expression for the actuator force is given by299

F ≈ B`

Re

U . (18)
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Consequently, the gain G, which was used so far to represent the ratio of the force applied300

to the MAM and the acoustic pressure difference, can be expressed as301

G =
F

∆p
≈ B`

Re

U

∆p
=

B`

Re

GU , (19)

with GU being the electrical gain (units: V Pa−1). By inserting Equation 19 into Equation 11,302

the expression303

f̃P =

√
f 2
P +

KF

4π2Kp

B`

Re

GU (20)

can be obtained which shows that, within the validity range of the aforementioned assump-304

tions, the anti-resonance frequency shifting with the actuator is the same as for the idealized305

case with an excitation using a known point force F . The only difference is that the gain is306

altered by the factor B`/Re.307

B. Numerical simulations308

To investigate the properties of the active MAM actuated using an electrodynamic actu-309

ator and compare the anti-resonance frequency shifting with the simplified model in Equa-310

tion 20, the FEM simulation model of the MAM has been extended to include the actuator.311

This was done by representing the actuator as a lumped electro-mechanical model, as shown312

in Figure 5, and coupling this model with the FEM model of the MAM by enforcing the313

base displacement wb and the actuator force F to be continuous at the actuator attachment314

point in the center of the added mass of the MAM. The mechanical and electrical parameters315316

used in the model of the actuator are provided in Table III. These values correspond to the317318
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Lumped electro-mechanical representation of the electrodynamic actuator

used in the simulation model.

TABLE III. Mechanical and electrical parameters of the electrodynamic actuator used in the nu-

merical and experimental studies.

Mact Mms fms ζms Le Re B`

3.33 g 3.2 g 180 Hz 6.3 % 0.17 mH 8.8 Ω 1.01 T m

actuator used in the experiments (Tectonic type TEAX09C005-8) and the properties of this319

type of actuator have been studied systematically by Singleton et al. (2022).320

Figure 6(a) shows the simulated sound transmission loss for different values of the elec-321

trical gain GU . The dashed grey curve indicates the STL of the MAM without the actuator,322

while the solid grey curve corresponds to the MAM with the actuator and GU = 0. By com-323

paring these curves, it can be seen that the original anti-resonance frequency of the MAM324

at fP = 677Hz is almost unchanged when the actuator is added. This can be explained by325

the moving mass of the actuator Mms amounting to over 96 % of the actuator mass and at326

frequencies well above the resonance frequency of the actuator (fms = 180Hz), the moving327
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Simulation results for the effect of the electrical gain GU on the vibro-acoustic

properties of the active MAM with an electrodynamic actuator. (a) Sound transmission loss for

different values of GU ; (b) Shifted anti-resonance frequency f̃P and comparison with Equation 20.

mass becomes effectively decoupled from the actuator base and therefore does not affect the328

inertial properties of the MAM at fP. Only a small reduction of the peak STL values can be329

seen due to the losses in the mechanical suspension and the electrical circuit of the actuator.330

At lower frequencies, the impact of the actuator on the passive MAM is much stronger. The331332

actuator resonance is visible as a strongly damped additional peak slightly below fms. This333

indicates that in this frequency range the passive base impedance of the actuator Zb cannot334

be neglected due to the resonant behavior of the actuator.335
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The curves in Figure 6(a) for non-zero values of GU demonstrate that the anti-resonance336

frequency can be reduced by using negative values of GU , similar to the previous results ob-337

tained for a direct application of an actuation force F . However, it can also be seen that—in338

this simple control setup—the peak at the actuator resonance shifts in the opposite direction339

and approaches the shifted MAM anti-resonance as GU becomes increasingly negative. For340

GU = −10mVPa−1, the two peaks can still be separated quite well. At −20 mV Pa−1, both341

peaks almost merge into a single peak roughly around the geometric mean of fms and fP,342

forming a relatively broad frequency range with much higher STL values than the passive343

MAM. A further decrease of GU to −30 mV Pa−1 leads to a significant reduction in the344

STL at this merged peak and the overall sound insulation performance of the active MAM.345

This indicates that when the anti-resonance frequency of the MAM is shifted close to the346

frequency range where the mechanical behavior of the actuator is governed by its resonance,347

the actuator force cannot be considered to be proportional to the input voltage U any more348

(as in Equation 18) and the behavior of the active MAM deviates from the idealized case349

with a direct application of an actuation force F .350

The results shown in Figure 6(b) confirm this over a wide range of values for GU and also351

show how the anti-resonance frequency can be shifted up in frequency with a postive value352

for GU . As long as the value of GU is well above −15 mV Pa−1, the shifted anti-resonance353

frequencies f̃P follow the curve predicted by the simplified model given in Equation 20 quite354

well. However, as f̃P approaches a limiting frequency at
√
fPfms = 360Hz, the simulated355

values start to deviate from Equation 20 and do not become smaller than the limiting356

frequency, even for gain values below −20 mV Pa−1. In summary, the simulation results357
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show that an electrodynamic actuator can be used with a simple proportional controller to358

change the anti-resonance frequencies of MAM in accordance with Equation 20, as long as359

f̃P >
√
fPfms.360

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY361

A. Test sample and measurement method362

Impedance tube measurements were performed according to ASTM E2611–09 (four mi-363

crophone method) to demonstrate the working principle of the proposed active MAM unit364

cell. The test sample that was built for the experiments is shown in Figure 7(a). A PET365366

film was glued on a 3D printed ring shaped sample holder (outer diameter: 100 mm; inner367

diameter: 84 mm) and the membrane pretension was applied by shrinking the film using a368

heat gun. The nominal material parameters and thickness of the PET film correspond to369

the values used in the simulation study. The pretension of 220 N m−1, which was used in370

the FEM model, was determined by acoustically measuring the first resonance frequency of371

the membrane (without added mass) and fitting the pretension in the FEM model to match372

this frequency. An acrylic glass disc was then glued onto the membrane using cyanoacrylate373

glue to ensure a good mechanical coupling between the membrane and the mass. Then, the374

type TEAX09C005-8 actuator was attached to the center of the mass using the adhesive375

strips provided with the actuator.376

A schematic representation of the impedance tube setup is shown in Figure 7(b). Ac-377

cording to ASTM E2611–09, four microphones were used (two on each side of the MAM) in378
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Impedance tube measurement setup used for the experimental study. (a)

Test sample of the active MAM unit cell; (b) Schematic representation of the measurement method.

order to determine the amplitudes A, B, C, and D of the plane waves propagating inside the379

tube. Both ends of the tube were terminated using sound absorbing material to minimize380

reflections and a loudspeaker was used on one side of the MAM to excite the sound field. A381

dSPACE DS-1103 data acquisition system was used for the generation of the signal supplied382

to the loudspeaker and the acquisition of the four impedance tube microphone signals. The383

sampling frequency was 4 kHz and in each measurement the signals were recorded for 30 s to384

ensure sufficient averaging. A random noise signal was provided to the loudspeaker during all385
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acoustic measurements. The signal provided to the actuator was dependent on the specific386

measurement situation and will be described in more detail in the following subsections.387

B. System identification388

To first evaluate the accuracy of the FEM model used in this investigation, the pri-389

mary and secondary path responses have been measured. For this purpose, two different390

measurements were performed:391

1. Primary path response (random noise excitation of the loudspeaker)392

2. Secondary path (or plant) response (random noise excitation of the actuator)393

In the first measurement, the acoustic transmission factor t = p̂t/p̂i and reflection factor394

r = p̂r/p̂i of the passive MAM were determined as per ASTM E2611–09. The transmitted395

pressure p̂t due to the excitation of the actuator in the second measurement was determined396

via p̂t = C−A·t−D·r, in order to correct for sound waves being reflected at the terminations397

of the impedance tube.398

Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b) show a comparison of the magnitude and phase, respectively,399

of the acoustic transmission factor p̂t/p̂i. Overall, the agreement between the simulations400401

and the experimental measurements is very good. In the magnitude plot in Figure 8(a)402

it can be seen that the shape of the anti-resonance (the dip at 677 Hz) is captured quite403

well by the numerical model. The anti-resonance frequency is slightly lower than in the404

measurements, which could be attributed to slight deviations in the manufactured sample405

from the specified nominal material or geometrical parameters and the membrane pretension.406
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Measured and simulated primary and secondary path responses of the active

MAM test sample. (a) Magnitude and (b) phase of the transmitted acoustic pressure for acoustic

excitation (primary path); (c) Magnitude and (d) phase of the transmitted acoustic pressure for

electrical excitation (secondary path).

Also, the additional peak and dip caused by the actuator below 300 Hz are well represented407

by the FEM model. Only at very low frequencies more significant deviations occur, but408

these can be accepted, because the analysis focuses mainly on frequencies well above 100 Hz.409

The phase in Figure 8(b) also shows a very good agreement over most frequencies.410

The magnitude of the transmitted pressure p̂t for a given actuator voltage U is plotted411

in Figure 8(c). A good agreement between simulations and measurements can be observed,412

giving confidence in the modelling of the actuator and its coupling to the MAM. As in413

the primary path response, the deviations between simulation and experiment at very low414
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frequencies can be accepted. Finally, the phase of the electrical excitation transfer function415

is shown in Figure 8(d), indicating that the simulation model of the actuator also provides416

a very good estimation of the phase response.417

C. Anti-resonance frequency shifting418

Next, to measure the anti-resonance frequency shifting of the active MAM, a microphone419

was placed in front of the MAM to measure p1, as shown in Figure 7(b). The microphone420

signal was amplified using an analogue voltage amplifier with an adjustable gain GU . This421

amplified signal U was then fed into the actuator. The measurements were performed for422

several gain values GU between −30 and 30 mV Pa−1. Figure 9(a) shows, as an example, the423

measured and simulated transmission loss for GU = 23.1mVPa−1. In general, the change424425

in the anti-resonance frequency and the associated STL values observed in the experimental426

results are very similar to what the FEM model predicts. To compare measurements and427

simulations over a wider range of gain values, Figure 9(b) shows the shifted anti-resonance428

frequency f̃P for different values of GU . The experimentally determined anti-resonance429

frequencies match the trend from the simulations and the prediction from Equation 20 quite430

well. For GU > −20mVPa−1, the experimentally determined values of f̃P are systematically431

higher than in the simulations and the analytical model. This general trend can be explained432

by the slight underprediction of the passive MAM anti-resonance frequency in the model (as433

explained in section IV B), which results in an underprediction of the shifted anti-resonance434

frequencies f̃P as well. This systematic error could be reduced by tuning the FEM model,435

e.g. by slightly increasing the membrane tension.436
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Comparison of measurements and simulation results for the effect of the

electrical gain GU on the vibro-acoustic properties of the active MAM with an electrodynamic ac-

tuator. (a) Sound transmission loss at GU = 23.1mVPa−1; (b) Anti-resonance frequency shifting.

V. CONCLUSIONS437

In this contribution, the reconfiguration of the effective surface mass density of a438

membrane-type acoustic metamaterial (MAM) using a dynamic actuator has been investi-439

gated using analytical, numerical, and experimental methods. The proposed active MAM440

uses the actuator to exert a dynamic force on the MAM which can be exploited to actively441

change the effective properties of the metamaterial. Using an idealized model it could be442
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shown that by correlating the actuator force with the acoustic pressure difference on the443

MAM, the effective surface mass density of the MAM can be altered. In particular, a pro-444

portional controller with a variable gain can be used to adapt the anti-resonance frequencies445

of the active MAM. A simple equation for predicting the shifted anti-resonance frequency446

depending on the proportional gain has been derived. In the next step, it was investigated447

how the properties of the active MAM are affected when the actuation force is provided448

by an electrodynamic inertial actuator. Using simulations it could be demonstrated that449

above a certain limiting frequency, corresponding to the geometric mean of the mechanical450

resonance frequency of the actuator and the passive MAM anti-resonance frequency, the451

anti-resonance frequency shifting can be predicted using the same equation as for the ideal-452

ized case. Finally, an experimental test sample of the proposed active MAM has been build453

up and its functionality was demonstrated using impedance tube measurements.454

The proposed active MAM offers several advantages over previously investigated recon-455

figurable MAM designs: Firstly, the anti-resonance frequency could be shifted over a much456

larger range (over one octave in the experiments) using much lower voltages than before.457

Secondly, the actuation can be applied using a small actuator which allows for a compact458

and flexible integration, retaining the low thickness and lightweight properties which make459

MAM so attractive for different noise control applications. Finally, the control algorithm460

using a proportional gain investigated here is the simplest possible implementation. The dy-461

namic character of the actuators enables much more complex control algorithms, e.g. using462

inverse filters to generate a flat blocked force over a much wider frequency range enabling463

even larger anti-resonance frequency shifts, or using adaptive filters, which could be investi-464
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gated in the future to further enhance the noise insulation properties of MAM and making465

them more applicable to noise control problems.466
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